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CHARACTERS 



O . B .  A . K . A .  O B E L I X
20 y.o.

O.B. works at the 'Katdark Den', creating one of the best drug cocktails in town. By using the
(military grade, illegal) ingredient U-47700 he gets the clients addicted to the drink. 

O.B. is resistant to the drug as his mother Od'd on it while in labor. That's why he's coined
Obelix like the french comic book character who fell into the magic potion. He lacks physical
and emotional empathy, but he tries to evoke it whenever something happens, for example
when people overdose at the den.  

He's an avid reader and a film fanatic, he likes the films of the old days which he watches at
the internet bureaus. His favourite director:  Stanley Kubrick.

His father died at the now legendary battle of Miami Beach. And has been an orphan his
entire life.   
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B E S T  F R I E N D S  W I T H  O . B .  
19 y.o.

K is best friends with O.B. He is the son of a celebrated general and one of the few people
with access to the private military intranet. He is a spoiled brat and has anything he desires.
The only downside is that he's addicted to 'the drug' which makes him a pain in the ass.

He lives in a large mansion, and lives quite a luxury life as opposed to 95% of the world. He
still prefers to hang out with the bad boys, the druggies and the hookers in the lower hoods.
The drug has a euphoric effect on him and makes him occasionally violent. Although he is
good humoured and can be very friendly as well.

He's a chain smoker, likes big breasted girls and has a secret collection of porn films which he
stoled from his dads computer.   

He hates 'the cult' the so called Jemuchis or Adormadans. He resembles an old skinhead with
a punk attitude. 
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T H E  P R I E S T
20 y.o.

Kalkin Glauser, young priest to the Adormadan religion and son of a government legislator.

Kalkin's parents sent him to the priests because they were afraid their little baby would
become nothing more but a drug addict. Now he's a priest on drugs!

He keeps his addiction a secret, only O.B. and K (which is the only Adormadan he trusts)
know this. 

He is a believer of the religion but not necessarily a promotor, he does "keep the word
within" which are the secret teachings of the Adormadans of the inner circle. 

He does know a thing or two about mysticism and connects on a higher level with the drug
which gives him visions of the past, present and future. 
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